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QUESTION: 87 
You want to display an error message to the user if the data page fails to retrieve data. 
The data page is sourced by a REST connector. How do you detect the error? 

A. Use a transition condition in the activity step invoking the connector. 
B. Use the error handler flow on the connector. 
C. Apply the standard pxErrorHandlingTemplate data transform in the response data 
transform. 
D. Use a when condition in the response data transform configured for the connector. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 88 
Which of the following statements is correct about global resource settings? 

A. Global resource settings allow you to execute connectors in parallel to improve 
performance. 
B. Global resource settings allow you to simulate data in an environment for testing 
purposes. 
C. Global resource settings allow you to automate the application migration process. 
D. Global resource settings allow you to update environmental variables without 
unlocking rulesets. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 89 
Teams X and Y work on different enhancements in the same ruleset. The release date 
for each enhancement is uncertain. Which two options allow each team to keep its 
work separate? (Choose Two) 



A. Apply privileges to the rules each team configures. 
B. Create a branch ruleset for each team. 
C. Create access groups for each of the teams. 
D. Create a new ruleset version for one of the teams. 

Answer: A, ? 

QUESTION: 90 
You have a requirement to populate a list of allowed values sourced from a database 
table. The list of allowed values varies based on the context in which the list is used. 
Which implementation maximizes reusability? 

A. Create a data page sourced with a connector. Specialize the data page by class 
based on context. 
B. Create a data page and report definition for each context. Use parameters to filter 
the results of the response data transform. 
C. Create a data page sourced with a report definition. Circumstance the report 
definition based on context. 
D. Create a data page sourced with a report definition. Use parameters to specify a 
filter condition to retrieve specific results based on context. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 91 
An application contains a rule with an Apply to: class of TGB-HRApps- Work-
Expenses. When updating the application, you want to change the Apply to: class of 
the rule to TGB. How do you prevent the application from using the rule in TGB-
HRApps-Work-Expenses! 

A. Set the availability of the rule in TGB-HRApps-Work-Expenses to "Withdrawn." 
B. Set the availability of the rule in TGB-HRApps-Work-Expenses to "Not Available." 
C. Set the availability of the rule in TGB-HRApps-Work-Expenses to "Blocked." 
D. Set the availability of the rule in TGB to "Final." 

Answer: A 



QUESTION: 92 
In the following example, the Purchasing, Purchasinglnt, and Inventory rulesets are 
configured for application validation. MyCo and MyCoInt are configured for ruleset 
validation. The prerequisites for MyCo are MyCoInt and Inventory. The prerequisite 
for MyCoInt is Pega-ProcessCommander. 

Which of the following two statements are correct? (Choose Two) 

A. Rules in Purchasing can reference rules in Inventory. 
B. Rules in MyCo can reference rules in Purchasing. 
C. Rules in MyCoInt can reference rules in MyCo. 
D. Rules in Inventory can reference rules in MyCo. 

Answer: B, ? 

QUESTION: 93 
The ruleset list for an application consists of the following rulesets, ordered from 
highest to lowest: 

A rule with an Apply to: class of TGB-HR-SelfService-Work-TimeOff references a 
rule named EnterEmphyeeDetails. The four instances of EnterEmployeeDetails in the 
rules cache are shown in the following table. 



 
 
Which instance of EnterEmployeeDetails is chosen during rule resolution? 
 
 
A. TGB-HR-SelfService-Work-TimeOff .EnterEmployeeDetails (SelfService:01-01-
02) 
B. TGB .EnterEmployeeDetails (TGB:01-01-02) 
C. TGB-HR-SelfService-Work .EnterEmployeeDetails (SelfService:01-01-01) . 
D. TGB-HR-SelfService-Work-TimeOff.EnterEmployeeDetails (SelfService:01-01-
01) 
 
 
Answer: A 
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